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Pierre-Auguste Renoir, the master Impressionist, produced a stunning oeuvre of oil paintings,
celebrated for their inimitable beauty and expression of feminine sensuality. Delphi’s Masters of
Art Series presents the world’s first digital e-Art books, allowing digital readers to explore the
works of the world’s greatest artists in comprehensive detail. This stunning volume presents
Renoir’s complete paintings, with concise introductions, over 1500 high quality images and the
usual Delphi bonus material. (Version 1)* The complete paintings of Pierre-Auguste Renoir —
over 1500 paintings, fully indexed and arranged in chronological and alphabetical order*
Includes reproductions of rare works* Features a special ‘Highlights’ section, with concise
introductions to the masterpieces, giving valuable contextual information* Enlarged ‘Detail’
images, allowing you to explore Renoir’s celebrated works in detail, as featured in traditional art
books* Many hundreds of images in colour – highly recommended for viewing on tablets and
smart phones or as a valuable reference tool on more conventional eReaders* Special
chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the complete paintings* Easily locate the
paintings you want to view* Features a bonus biography - discover Renoir's artistic and personal
life* Scholarly ordering of plates into chronological orderCONTENTS:The HighlightsAT THE INN
OF MOTHER ANTHONYDIANAPORTRAIT OF LISETHE PONT DES ARTSALFRED SISLEY
AND HIS WIFEWOMAN OF ALGIERSCLAUDE MONET READINGSUMMER LANDSCAPELA
LOGENUDE IN THE SUNLIGHTTHE SWINGAT THE MOULIN DE LA GALETTEMADAME
CHARPENTIER AND HER CHILDRENTHE LUNCHEON OF THE BOATING PARTYTWO
SISTERSTHE UMBRELLASTHE BATHERS, 1884GABIRELLE WITH A ROSETHE BATHERS,
1918The PaintingsTHE COMPLETE PAINTINGSCHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF
PAINTINGSALPHABETICAL LIST OF PAINTINGSThe BiographyAUGUSTE RENOIR AND HIS
WORK by Camille Mauclair



Pierre-Auguste Renoir(1841-1919)ContentsThe HighlightsAt the Inn of Mother
AnthonyDianaPortrait of LiseThe Pont Des ArtsAlfred Sisley and His WifeWoman of
AlgiersClaude Monet ReadingSummer LandscapeLa LogeNude in the SunlightThe SwingAt the
Moulin de La GaletteMadame Charpentier and Her ChildrenThe Luncheon of the Boating
PartyTwo SistersThe UmbrellasThe Bathers, 1884Gabirelle with a RoseThe Bathers, 1918The
PaintingsThe Complete PaintingsChronological List of PaintingsAlphabetical List of
PaintingsThe BiographyAuguste Renoir and His Work by Camille MauclairThe Delphi Classics
Catalogue© Delphi Classics 2015Version 1Masters of Art SeriesPierre-Auguste RenoirBy
Delphi Classics, 2015COPYRIGHTMasters of Art - Pierre-Auguste RenoirFirst published in the
United Kingdom in 2015 by Delphi Classics.© Delphi Classics, 2015.All rights reserved. No part
of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or
by any means, without the prior permission in writing of the publisher, nor be otherwise
circulated in any form other than that in which it is published.Delphi Classicsis an imprint
ofDelphi Publishing LtdHastings, East SussexUnited KingdomContact:
sales@delphiclassics.comEnjoying our Art series of eBooks? Then try our Classical Music
series:A first of its kind in digital print, the Delphi Great Composers series allows digital readers
to explore the works of the world’s greatest composers in comprehensive detail, with interactive
links to popular streaming services.The HighlightsLimoges, Haute-Vienne, France — Renoir’s
birthplaceRenoir was the son of Leonardo Renoir, a stonecutter, and Daisy Merlet, a
seamstress.Portrait of Pierre-August Renoir by Frédéric Bazille, 1867THE HIGHLIGHTSIn this
section, a sample of some of Renoir’s most celebrated works are provided, with concise
introductions, special ‘detail’ reproductions and additional biographical images.At the Inn of
Mother AnthonyPierre-Auguste Renoir was born in Limoges, Haute-Vienne, France, the child of
a working-class family. As a boy, he worked in a porcelain factory where his drawing talents soon
led to his being chosen to paint designs on fine china. He often painted hangings for overseas
missionaries and decorations on fans, which led him to enrol at a local art school. During these
early years, he often visited the Louvre to study the French masters of the Rococo, particularly
admiring the works of Fragonard and Boucher, which influenced his decoration work. In time, he
felt he no longer wished to be a copier of others, but instead to create his own individual works
of art. Therefore, he worked hard in his various jobs, saving money he put aside, so that he might
join a prestigious art school and become an independent artist in his own right.In 1862, Renoir
began his studies under Charles Gleyre in Paris at the École des Beaux-Arts, where he met
fellow students Alfred Sisley, Frédéric Bazille and Claude Monet. Renoir’s master Gleyre was a
painter of the formal academic tradition, who favoured classical and historic subjects, which
dominated the nineteenth century art scene in France. Such paintings were often completed on
large canvasses, with dark palettes and subjects taken from mythical, Biblical or grand historical
events – never from every day life. At that time, the only realistic opportunity for artistic success
in France was through the Salon, which favoured such classical contributions to its exhibitions
every year. However, there was a change in the air.Gustave Courbet (1819-1877), a self-



proclaimed leader of the Realist movement in nineteenth century French painting, was
committed to painting only what he could see, rejecting academic conventions and the
Romanticism of the previous generation. His independence set an example that was important
to later artists, such as the Impressionists and the Cubists. Courbet occupied an important place
in French painting as an innovator and as an artist willing to make bold social statements
through his work. During his early studies at the École des Beaux-Arts, Renoir and his fellow
students, particularly his close friend Monet, became aware of these radical developments of
theory in art. The young artists started experimenting painting outside, en plein air, often visiting
the Forest of Fontainebleau, a scenic haven of sorts favoured by painters. At Fontainebleau,
Renoir met Courbet for the first time and the influence of the Realist’s style and colour palette
can be seen in the younger artist’s first major artwork.Completed in 1866, At the Inn of Mother
Anthony depicts a hostelry in the Fontainebleau area that was popular with artists at the time.
Renoir presents the landlady’s daughter clearing the table, while the artists Jules Le Cœur and
Alfred Sisley are seated and the bearded figure of Claude Monet stands behind the woman.
Portraying an everyday scene of artists socialising in an inn, with tea cups inelegantly balanced
on top of each other and a humble dog brazenly staring at the viewer under the table, the canvas
is an early indication of Renoir turning away from the academic tradition of Gleyre.The colour
palette adapted by Renoir is unlike what the artist would become famous for in his later works.
Courbet and the other Realist painters were renowned for their sombre tones of colour, believing
that artists should be concerned with the portrayal of real life and not idealised beauty. In
Renoir’s first major work the range of browns and blacks conform to this theory, giving the
canvas an earthy, realistic portrayal of every day people, caught in a momentary example of their
lives.DetailDetailDetailDetailSelf-portrait (1849) — Gustave Courbet (1819-1877) was a leader
of the Realist movement in nineteenth century French painting, greatly influencing Renoir early
works.The Meeting (“Bonjour, Monsieur Courbet”), 1854 — one of Courbet’s celebrated realist
masterpiecesDianaIn the village of Marlotte, Renoir lived with his fellow artist Jules Le Cœur
(pictured seated at the table facing Alfred Sisley in At the Inn of Mother Anthony) and Le Cœur’s
mistress, Clemence Tréhot. This was to have an important impact on Renoir’s personal life,
when Clemence’s nineteen year old sister Lise Tréhot became his mistress and his favoured
model. In 1867 he painted Diana, portraying his lover as the Roman goddess of the hunt. The
canvas was submitted to the Paris Salon of that year and demonstrates Renoir’s early
adaptability to conform to traditional tastes. The young artist had chosen a mythological theme
to appeal to the academic Salon jury, though the attempt failed and the canvas was rejected.The
beautiful goddess adopts an athletic pose, holding on to her emblematic bow, as she looks
down at her captured quarry. Diana appears pensive, as her face is cast in shadow. A woodland
scene surrounds the goddess, with deep blue sky, a naturalistic portrayal of rocks and grass,
with encroaching shadows to the right side of the canvas. Amongst the shade, the artist’s
signature can be glimpsed in a slightly darker grey.DetailDetailDetailDetailPortrait of
LiseUndaunted by the rejection of Diana the following year, Renoir submitted this portrait of Lise



with a parasol at the Paris Salon in 1868 and the painting was accepted, becoming an instant
success. Painted in 1867 in the Forest of Fontainebleau, the work is yet another example of
Courbet’s influence on the young Renoir. Courbet’s Village Maidens, which had been exhibited
the year before, depicts a similar female holding a parasol, with her face obscured in shade.
Courbet’s bold compositional style can be seen in Renoir’s own depiction of a young fashionable
lady, hiding her face from the sun’s rays. The daring white purity of the woman’s dress contrasts
strongly with the imprecise landscape portrayed around her, serving as a foil to her beauty. The
delicate change in light from her face, which is covered in shadow, to bright daylight on her
dress, are early indications of the artist’s dexterity in presenting shade.Lise Tréhot was Renoir’s
mistress from 1865 to 1871 and he painted her at least seventeen times, with this significant
portrait undoubtedly being his first critical success.DetailDetailDetailDetail‘Village Maidens’ by
Gustave Courbet, 1852The Pont Des ArtsPainted in 1867 and now housed in the Norton Simon
Foundation, Los Angeles, this cityscape depicts the Palais Richelie, the Institut de France and
the Pont des Arts — a pedestrian bridge in Paris crossing the River Seine, linking a central
square of the Palais du Louvre. The foreground of the composition is empty, save for shadows,
drawing the viewer’s eye to the cluster of figures in the centre of the canvas. Various men and
women are queuing for an imminent boat trip, other pedestrians are about to cross the bridge,
while others stroll in the sun, as Renoir captures a fleeting moment of an idle summer’s
afternoon in Paris.The artist has opted for a low viewpoint, unusual at that time, allowing him to
produce an immediate and direct approach to his work. Reportedly, Renoir sat outside a café
sketching the work, whilst he commissioned his brother Edmond to wander around talking to
strangers, distracting them long enough for Renoir to sketch them in to his
picture.DetailDetailDetailDetailThe Pont des Arts todayAlfred Sisley and His WifeRenoir and his
fellow artist Alfred Sisley became good friends following their tutelage under Gleyre and in 1865
Renoir exhibited a portrait of Sisley’s father to the Paris Salon. In 1868 he completed this striking
portrait of Sisley and his wife, framed against a hazy backdrop, most likely once again in the
Forest of Fontainebleau. The indistinct and vague landscape sets off the fine detail of Marie
Sisley’s dress and her husband’s formal suit. The couple had been married for two years, though
their posture suggests a formal and somewhat impersonal impression. Renoir later described
Marie’s character as being “very sensitive” and “exceptionally well-bred”.The painting
demonstrates the influence of Édouard Manet, whose 1866 painting The Fifer employs a stripe
down a trouser leg to establish a precisely separated division between areas, as used by Renoir
to delineate Alfred Sisley’s left leg. A copy of Manet’s painting was made by Renoir in 1866,
indicating his appreciation of the technique. However, Marie Sisley’s arresting dress dominates
the foreground, moving in front of the husband, and she gazes directly at the viewer, as though
aware of her power. In this bold portrayal, Renoir makes a clear statement about the personality,
and perhaps even the social position of the wife compared to the
husband.DetailDetailDetailDetail‘The Fifer’ or ‘Young Flautist’ by Édouard Manet, 1866Woman
of AlgiersDue to previous works by Ingres and Delacroix, there was a penchant in Paris for



paintings with an Oriental theme and for this reason Renoir painted Lise Tréhot as the Woman of
Algiers in 1870. Now housed in the Washington Ntaional Gallery, the canvas was initially
submitted to the Paris Salon of 1870, where it was accepted and won great acclaim. It is
particularly indebted to Delacroix’s The Women of Algiers, which Renoir admired, writing “there
is not a more beautiful picture in the world!”In Woman of Algiers, Lise is dressed in an exotic
Eastern costume, richly ornamented with gold, as she glances seductively and imperiously
down at the viewer. The painting is an exercise of painterly skill, depicting an array of textures
and exuberance, with rich, vibrant colours, tempting skin tones, exquisite golden jewellery,
brocade, muslin and a cast aside robe — most likely of a departed lover. Once more, Woman of
Algiers is a demonstration of Renoir’s adaptability to conform to Salon tastes in order to achieve
successful commissions, a character trait that his more radical friend Monet would never
have.DetailDetailDetailDetail‘The Women of Algiers’ by Eugène Delacroix, 1834‘Grande
Odalisque’ by Jean Auguste Ingres, 1814Claude Monet ReadingHoused in the Musée
Marmattan, Paris, this 1872 portrait depicts Renoir’s close friend and fellow artist Claude Monet.
Following his return to France from England in 1871, Monet rented a small housed at Argenteuil,
where Renoir often joined him. Here, they regularly set up their easels next to each other and
would work together on canvasses. Years later, it has been recorded, they were unable to tell
some of their pictures apart.This portrait, one of several of the same theme completed by
Renoir, formerly belonged to Monet and the personal nature of the image is confirmed by the
relaxed and familiar expression of the sitter, as he smokes his pipe and reads his newspaper.
Though the palette suggests a sombre mood, due to the prevalence of blues and browns, the
yellow of the pipe and chair arm complement such an impression, balancing the tones, whilst
the light on the artist’s face emphasises the artist’s tranquil character.DetailDetailDetailClaude
Monet, 1871Summer LandscapeCompleted in 1873, this painting demonstrates Renoir’s full
commitment to Impressionism in his art, which would dominate his canvases for many years to
come. After a series of rejections by the Salon juries, Renoir joined forces with Monet, Sisley,
Pissarro and several other artists to mount the first Impressionist exhibition in April 1874, in
which Renoir displayed six paintings. Although the critical response to the exhibition was largely
unfavourable, Renoir’s work was comparatively well received. That same year, two of his works
were shown with Durand-Ruel in London.The primary purpose of the Impressionist exhibition
was not so much to promote a new style, but to free themselves from the constraints of the
Salon de Paris. The exhibition was open to anyone prepared to pay 60 francs, providing the
artists a rare opportunity to show their work without the interference of a jury. Renoir chaired the
hanging committee and did most of the work himself, as others members failed to present
themselves. Monet presented five oil paintings, including Impression, Sunrise, painted in 1872,
depicting a Le Havre port landscape. From the painting’s title the art critic Louis Leroy, in his
review, “L’Exposition des Impressionnistes,” coined the term “Impressionism”. It was intended as
disparagement, though the Impressionists appropriated the term for themselves.In Summer
Landscape Renoir’s brushstrokes are short and varied in direction, according to the depicted



surfaces. The flowers in the foreground are little more than vibrant patches of colours, with no
attempt at detail. Renoir is instead interested with the perception of seeing, rather than what can
actually be seen. Therefore, the small canvas is alive with a teeming sense of movement, as the
flowers seem to swell with the vivid portrayal of colours. The painting bears almost no horizon,
creating a dizzying impression of space, whilst the sanding figure, in an almost black hue, gives
a sombre contrast to the dazzling colours surrounding her.DetailDetailDetail‘Impression, soleil
levant’ by Claude Monet 1872 — generally agreed to be the first ‘Impressionist’ workLa LogeLa
loge was submitted to the first Impressionist Exhibition in 1874 and now forms part of the
collection at the Courtauld Institute of Art in London. The painting turns interest away from the
performance, focusing instead on the theatre of the social stage, where status and relationships
were on public display on a nightly basis. The theatre in Paris was a rapidly expanding industry
during the nineteenth century, dictating the cultural life of the city. It was an increasingly
important place to see and to be seen, where wealth was flaunted and fashions were paraded.
In this image, Renoir explores a contemporary theme, where the subject is clearly more
interested in being seen in her fine attire than she is interested in the action on the stage. Behind
the woman, her male companion is occupied with looking upwards, evidently at the audience,
once again suggesting the vanity of the scene. The models for the piece were Renoir’s brother
Edmond and a Montmartre model named Nini. Her ornate clothing, glittering bracelet, opera
glasses and delicate pale skin all indicate her wealthy status. The most captivating element of
the composition is the enigmatic posture of the female, as she leans slightly forward, with an air
of expectancy.The total attendance of the Impressionist Exhibition of 1874 has been estimated
at 3500. Several works did sell, though some exhibitors had placed their prices too high.
Pissarro asked 1000 francs for The Orchard and Monet the same price for Impression: Sunrise,
neither of which sold. Renoir failed to obtain the 500 francs he asked for La Loge, though later
sold the painting for 450 francs to Père Martin, a long-term dealer and supporter of the
Impressionists. The unusual change in price may appear strange at first, but it was in fact the
exact amount the artist needed in order to pay his rent and he refused to take less for the
canvas. Immediately on payment, he settled with his landlord and was free from debt, able to
concentrate on his next artwork without any financial concerns. Fortunately, La loge proved to be
so popular, that the artist was asked to paint three more versions of the
subject.DetailDetailDetailDetailNadar’s studio, Atelier Nadar 35 Boulevard Des Capucines, 1860
— the location of the first Impressionist Exhibition in 1874Nude in the SunlightThis 1876 canvas,
housed in the Paris Musée d’Orsay, once again demonstrates Renoir’s Impressionist manner,
though the choice of subject matter and shift in style hints at the changes his later works would
adopt, contrasting with Monet and the other Impressionists. Renoir would eventually revert back
to the subject matter and ways of the Old Masters he so much admired. In later years the artist
would look in a different direction for inspiration, nurturing an obsession for painting nude
women in nature as seen in this striking canvas. Unlike the contemporary flavour of most
Impressionist paintings, the scene is without a specific time, place or setting. Renoir is instead



taking on the subject matter of a timeless nude, much like in the spirit of a Giorgione or a Titian,
though the quick brushwork and muffled edges are evidently still in the Impressionist style and
the palette remains bright.The sun shines through the trees, casting patches of light and shadow
on the woman’s body, and again there is no horizon or defined separation of the garment the
woman is wrapping across her lower body. The background is an abstract mass of brush strokes
and colour, adding to the dizzying sense of unreality. When the composition was first unveiled,
the depiction of the woman was harshly criticised, with one critic in Le Figaro comparing the
depiction of green skin as decaying flesh, misunderstanding the artist’s intention of portraying
the reflection of green trees surrounding the nude. Renoir is once again more interested in the
perception of seeing, than what is actually seen. The greenish tones of her body, a rich range of
hues to indicate the delicate blend of shadow and light, portray the woman in a realistic and,
until that time, innovative manner.DetailDetailDetailDetailThe Musée d’Orsay, Paris — where
many leading Impressionist artworks are housedThe SwingCompleted in 1876, The Swing is
also housed in the Musée d’Orsay. It was painted in the Montmartre gardens, near the Moulin de
la Galette — a popular diversion for Parisians seeking entertainment. Renoir had rented a
cottage in the gardens so that he be could closer to the Moulin de la Galette, where he was
engaged in painting his large scale work Bal du moulin de la Galette.The model for The Swing
was Jeanne, a young actress, who Renoir depicts standing listlessly on the swing, looking away
from the two men and the child. The quivering light is rendered by the patches of pale colour,
particularly on the clothing and the ground. This technique frustrated the critics when the
painting was exhibited at the Impressionist exhibition of 1877. Renoir was keenly interested in
capturing the effect of sunlight filtering through leaves, which he depicts with splashes of colour
and purple shadow, expressing the impression of shifting light.Jeanne’s sister, Estelle, was the
model for the girl in the pink and blue striped dress, while the men are Renoir’s brother Edmond
and his painter friend Norbert Goeneutte.DetailDetailDetailDetailMontmartre, dominated by the
Basilica of the Sacré CœurAt the Moulin de La GaletteA leading painter in the development of
the Impressionist style, Pierre-Auguste Renoir (1841-1919) produced paintings that were
typically Impressionist snapshots of real life, noted for their sparkling colour and light. By the
mid-1880s, however, he had broken with the movement to apply a more disciplined, formal
technique to portraits and figure paintings, particularly of women.One of Renoir’s most enduring
images concerns the Moulin de la Galette, a public dance area, popular with young Parisians,
named after the windmill and associated businesses situated in the district of Montmartre. At Le
Moulin de la Galette revellers seeking entertainment would also enjoy a glass of wine and bread,
made from flour ground by the windmill. Artists such as Renoir, van Gogh, and Pissarro have
immortalised Le Moulin de la Galette in their works, though the former’s 1876 painting, Bal du
moulin de la Galette, is by far the most famous rendering of the subject.Widely celebrated as
one of Impressionism’s grandest masterpieces, it depicts a typical Sunday afternoon at Moulin
de la Galette, where working class Parisians are dressed in their finest clothes, dancing, drinking
and eating galettes. Noted for its richness of form and fluidity of brushstroke of flickering light,



the image is regarded by many as Renoir’s greatest. It was exhibited at the Third Impressionist
exhibition of 1877, where it was purchased by Renoir’s fellow painter Gustave Caillebotte. Bal
du moulin de la Galette remained in Caillebotte’s collection until he died in 1894, when it
became the property of the French Republic, as payment for death duties. From 1896 to 1929
the painting hung in the Musée du Luxembourg in Paris. From 1929 it hung in the Musée du
Louvre until it was transferred to the Musée d’Orsay in 1986.Renoir painted a smaller version of
the picture with the same title, which is now believed to be in a private collection in Switzerland.
Apart from their size, the two paintings are virtually identical, except the smaller version is
painted in more florid colour tones and with a somewhat looser manner than the larger version.
Surprisingly, there is much uncertainty as to which of the versions was the original to be
exhibited at the Third Impressionist exhibition.Renoir conceived his project of painting the
dancing at Le Moulin de la Galette in May 1876 and its execution is described in full by his civil
servant friend Georges Rivière in his memoir Renoir et ses amis. Firstly, Renoir set up a studio
near the mill in an abandoned cottage in the rue Cortot, with a garden described by Rivière as a
“beautiful abandoned park”. Several of Renoir’s major works were painted in this garden,
including The Swing. The gardens and its buildings have since been preserved as the Musée de
Montmartre.The large canvas took many weeks to complete and the artist’s friends aided him
each day in moving the canvas from his studio to the Moulin. Many of these friends filled in as
models for the dancers and have since been identified by Rivière. Despite Renoir’s resource of
distributing the timbale straw bonnet hat (a sought after fashionable hat of the time) amongst his
models, he was unable to persuade his favourite sixteen year old model Jeanne, who appeared
in The Swing, to pose as a main sitter in Bal du moulin de la Galette. Instead, her sister Estelle
poses as the girl wearing a blue and pink striped dress. Both Jeanne and Estelle came to Le
Moulin every Sunday with their family, including two younger sisters, as well as their mother and
father.In the canvas, Renoir portrays Estelle beside a group, consisting of Pierre-Franc Lamy
and Norbert Goeneutte, fellow painters, as well as Rivière himself. Behind Estelle, amongst the
dancers, there is depicted Henri Gervex, Eugène Pierre Lestringuez and Paul Lhote. In the
middle distance of the dance hall, the Cuban painter Don Pedro Vidal de Solares y Cardenas is
represented in striped trousers dancing with the model Margot (Marguerite Legrand). Apparently
the exuberant Margot found Solares too reserved and was endeavouring to loosen him up by
dancing polkas with him and teaching him dubious songs in the local argot. She was to die of
typhoid just two years later, with Renoir nursing her until the end, paying both for her treatment
and her funeral.It is believed Renoir completed the painting on the spot and with much difficulty,
as the wind constantly threatened to blow the canvas away. This has led some critics to
speculate that it was the larger d’Orsay painting that was painted here, as the smaller would
have been easier to control; however, the smaller canvas is much more of a spontaneous and
lively work, characteristic of the en plein air technique.DetailDetailDetailDetailDetailSmaller
version, now in a private collectionMoulin de la Galette in 1885The Moulin de la Galette
today‘The Moulin de la Galette’ by Vincent van Gogh, 1887Madame Charpentier and Her



ChildrenIn time Renoir became disillusioned with the Impressionist exhibitions and he declined
submitting entries to the fourth, opting instead for the more traditional annual Salon. He was now
enjoying lucrative commissions from the publisher Georges Charpentier and was rapidly
building an impressive reputation as a society portraitist. In 1878 he submitted Madame
Georges Charpentier and Her Children, depicting his wealthy patron’s wife and two children, to
the traditional Salon jury, where he won great acclaim. His fellow artist Pissarro was to dryly
remark, “I believe Renoir is launched. So much the better; it’s so hard to be poor.”Adopting brisk,
impressionistic brushwork, though with more traditional subject handling, Renoir presents
Madame Charpentier wearing an elegant Worth gown, seated beside her three-year-old son,
Paul, who, following the fashion of the time, is attired like his sister, Georgette, and the children
rest beside the family dog. Delighted with the canvas, Madame Charpentier used her influence
to ensure that it was hung in a choice spot at the Salon, introducing Renoir to her society friends,
several of whom commissioned future portraits from him. All of a sudden he was no longer an
avant-garde artist shunned by critics, but the popular portrait painter of the day that everyone
wanted to employ. From now on, Renoir would no longer be regarded as an artist working
outside of the mainstream.DetailDetailDetailDetailGeorges Charpentier (1846-1905) — Renoir’s
great patronThe Luncheon of the Boating PartyThis 1881 canvas was included in the Seventh
Impressionist Exhibition of 1882, winning the distinction of being the finest painting in the show
by three critics. “It is fresh and free without being too bawdy,” wrote Paul de Charry in Le Pays,
March 10, 1882. In La Vie Moderne (March 11, 1882), Armand Silvestre wrote, “...one of the
best things [Renoir] has painted... There are bits of drawing that are completely remarkable,
drawing — true drawing — that is a result of the juxtaposition of hues and not of line. It is one of
the most beautiful pieces that this insurrectionist art by Independent artists has produced.”
Alternately, Le Figaro published Albert Wolff’s comment on March 2, 1882: “If he had learned to
draw, Renoir would have a very pretty picture...”Appreciated for its richness of form, fluidity of
brushstroke and flickering depiction of light, the painting combines figures, still-life and
landscape into one composition. Portraying a group of Renoir’s friends relaxing on a balcony at
the Maison Fournaise along the Seine river in Chatou, France, Gustave Caillebotte can be seen
seated in the lower right. Renoir’s future wife, Aline Charigot, is placed in the foreground, playing
with a small dog, whilst the table is richly laden with fruit and wine.The diagonal of the railing
serves to demarcate the two halves of the composition, where one half is densely packed with
figures, while the other is all but empty, save for the two figures of the proprietor’s daughter
Louise-Alphonsine Fournaise and her brother, Alphonse Fournaise, Jr, which are made
prominent by the contrasting halves. A singular feature of the image is the focus of light coming
from the large opening in the balcony, beside the standing man in the hat and the woman
leaning on the railing. The sleeveless tops of both men in the foreground and the table-cloth all
fuse together to reflect the light and build the sense of luminosity throughout the
composition.DetailDetailDetailDetailDetail‘Dance in the Country’, 1883, also depicts Renoir’s
wife, Aline Charigot. In 1890, the Renoir married Aline, with whom he had already had a child,



Pierre, in 1885. After his marriage, Renoir painted many scenes of his wife and daily family life,
including their children and their nurse, Aline’s cousin Gabrielle Renard. The Renoirs had three
sons: Jean Renoir, who became a filmmaker of note, Pierre Renoir, who became a stage and
film actor, and Claude Renoir, who became a ceramic artist.Two SistersThis 1881 image was
painted on the terrace of the Maison Fournaise, a restaurant located on an island in the Seine in
Chatou, the western suburb of Paris. It depicts an attractive woman with a striking red hat and
her younger sister, seated outdoors with a small basket containing balls of wool. Over the
railings of the terrace, a shrubbery and foliage can be glimpsed, with the River Seine flowing
past behind it.Renoir’s favourite model, Jeanne Darlot, a future actress who was 18 years old at
the time, once again posed for the canvas, this time as the elder sister, though the identity of the
model for the younger sister is unknown. However, it was recorded that the models were not
actually related. Renoir began work on the painting in April 1881 and by July 7 it was purchased
by the art dealer, Paul Durand-Ruel, for 1,500 francs. Durand-Ruel was to later give the painting
the title Two Sisters, compared to its original title On the Terrace, by which it is also known in
recent times.Two Sisters was submitted to the Seventh Impressionist Exhibition in the spring of
1882. In 1883 it was known to be in the collection of Charles Ephrussi, an art collector and
publisher, but in 1892 the canvas was returned again to the collection of the Durand-Ruel family.
In 1925, it was sold to Annie S. Coburn from Chicago for $100,000. After her death in 1932, the
painting was bequeathed to the Art Institute of Chicago, where it has remained since
1933.DetailDetailDetailDetailThe Fournaise family’s restaurant on the Seine River at Chatou, still
open todayThe UmbrellasPainted in two phases during the 1880’s, The Umbrellas is owned by
the National Gallery in London as part of the Lane Bequest, though it is displayed alternately in
London and at the Dublin City Gallery, The Hugh Lane. The canvas depicts a busy Parisian
street scene, with several people using umbrellas against the rain. To the right, a mother looks
down at her daughters, both fashionably dressed in the styles of 1881 for an afternoon
promenade. A female figure at the centre of the frame, mostly concealed by the mother, is
caught in the act of raising or lowering her umbrella, suggesting that the rain is about to begin or
cease.The principal female figure to the left of the canvas, a milliner’s assistant, modelled by
Renoir’s lover and frequent subject Suzanne Valadon, holds up her skirt against the mud and
water on the road as she carries a hatbox, although she has no hat, raincoat or umbrella. A
young bearded gentleman seems to be about to offer her shelter under his umbrella. However,
she, as well as one of the two girls to the right with a hoop and stick, looks directly out at the
viewer, as the rest of the figures go about their business. Unconventionally, the focus of the
painting is not at its centre and many of the figures are cut off by the frame, giving a
photographic quality to the image.It is believed Renoir began the painting in 1880, using the
loose brushwork and bright palette typical of the Impressionist movement, before losing interest
and putting the work aside. In about 1885, after breaking his ties to Impressionism and drawing
inspiration instead from the works of classical art he had seen while visiting Italy, he reworked
parts of the painting — particularly the principal female figure to the left of the frame — in a more



classical linear style, using muted colours, adding the background and the umbrellas
themselves. X-ray photography has revealed that the clothing of the female figure was originally
different from the present state, as she had been represented as wearing a hat and her dress
was previously depicted with horizontal rows of frills, with white lace at its cuffs and collar,
suggesting a middle class status, whereas the simpler clothes in the revised painting mark her
out as a member of the working class. The x-ray analysis and the changing fashions allow the
periods of work to be dated with reasonable accuracy.The Umbrellas was not submitted for
exhibition straightaway, most likely due to its fusion of styles, which may have been deemed as
too challenging for the public, and it was eventually sold to the art dealer Paul Durand-Ruel in
1892. Durand-Ruel sold the work to Sir Hugh Lane, who died in the sinking of the Lusitania in
1915, leaving his art collection to the Tate Gallery in London in his will. The painting came into
the possession of the gallery in 1917 (although an unsigned codicil suggested that Lane had
changed his mind before his death, and would have preferred the paintings to be displayed in
Dublin). It was transferred to the National Gallery in 1935, but an agreement was reached in
1959 to alternate its display (with seven other paintings from the Lane Bequest) between
London and Dublin.DetailDetailDetailDetailRenoir’s portrait of his great patron Paul Durand-
Ruel, 1910 — Durand-Ruel was one of the first modern art dealers, providing support to his
painters with stipends and solo exhibitions.Suzanne Valadon (1865-1938, was a model and
painter, who became the first woman admitted to the Société Nationale des Beaux-Arts.Renoir,
1885The Bathers, 1884Renoir made at least nineteen preparatory sketches for this 1884
painting over a four year period, finally presenting the canvas at Georges Petit’s gallery in 1887.
Influenced by the great masters Ingres and Raphael, The Bathers is indicative of the change that
Renoir’s art would take in his later years. No longer was the artist interested in the perception of
light and colour, as expressed in his younger Impressionist days; now he was keenly interested
in realistic forms, with precise modelling of lines. The canvas also illustrates the artist’s
obsession with the female nude, which would continue to influence his art for the rest of his life.
The choice of subject appears much like a middle-age man’s semi-erotic fantasy, as five naked
bathing young females appear to frolic and pose in somewhat unnatural positions by the
glimmering water. The colouring of the landscape, in contrast to the isolated forms of each
bather, appear strangely at variance to each other.DetailDetailDetailDetailDetailGabirelle with a
RoseThe daughter of a vine grower from Essoyes, Gabrielle Renard was hired by Renoir in 1894
to help with the housework during his wife Aline’s second pregnancy. However, after Jean’s birth,
Gabrielle stayed on, becoming one of the artist’s favourite models. Renoir dislike professional
models and the servant had the qualities he most preferred: availability to pose any time,
‘natural’ charms, wide hips and small breasts.The 1911 canvas Gabrielle with a Rose, housed in
Paris’ Musée d’Orsay, depicts the servant turned model fixing a rose to her hair. The
brushstrokes of the canvas hark back to Renoir’s earlier Impressionist days, with the range of
pink and red tones harmonising with the sitter’s skin tones. The rose, which become a recurring
feature of Renoir’s later works, is a symbol for the sitter’s soft, curved and sexually attractive



body, whilst offering a colour similar in tone to the model’s skin.DetailDetailDetailGabrielle
Renard (1878-1959) was an important member of the Renoir family, first becoming a house
servant and subsequently a frequent model for the artist. Upon her marriage in 1921, she
became Gabrielle Renard-Slade.Renoir, 1914The Bathers, 1918Painted the year before his
death, The Bathers (1918) is generally considered to be the artist’s last masterpiece. Depicting
two reclining nudes in the foreground, the figures’ curves are clearly defined, stressing the
impression of their curved forms. It is a large canvas, measuring almost a metre in height, and
was completed at a time when Renoir was physically struggling to paint. Having suffered from
both arthritis and rheumatism since the 1890’s, his health had deteriorated to such an extent that
he had to have paintbrushes strapped to his wrists in order to hold them, whilst moving around
the easel in a wheelchair. Renoir also suffered personal misfortunes at this time. In 1915, his wife
Aline, a compulsive eater, died of a heart attack and both his sons were embroiled in the conflict
of the First World War. Nevertheless, well into his seventies, Renoir continued in his painting,
regardless of the physical and emotional obstacles confronting him.Renoir’s last great work
fashions an escapist world, where nymphs bathe in a Mediterranean lit scene of indolence. The
women adopt traditional goddess-like poses, with the three bathers in the background almost
blending in with the landscape itself, as the brushstrokes become freer and less concerned with
form. A sensuous paradise is depicted, employing the artist’s famous Rainbow palette, in
defiance of the difficulties surrounding him at the time.DetailDetailDetailDetailRenoir with
Andrée Heuschling, 1915The PaintingsRenoir’s apartment at the Château de Brouillards, 13,
Rue Girardon, Paris, c. 1890The Complete PaintingsRenoir’s paintings are collected in
chronological order and organised into decade sections, culminating with the undated works in
the final segment.CONTENTS1860’s1870’s1880’s1890’s1900’s1910’sUndated
WorksChronological List of PaintingsAlphabetical List of Paintings1860’sCrown of
Rosesc.1858Private CollectionReclining Nude1860Private CollectionThe Artist’s
Mother1860Private CollectionSleeping Cat1862Private CollectionThe Return of the Boating
Party186250.8 x 61.6 cmPrivate CollectionArum and Conservatory Plants1864Oskar Reinhart
Foundation, Winterthur, SwitzerlandRomaine Lascaux186465 x 81 cmCleveland Museum of Art,
Cleveland, OH, USASpring Flowers186498.4 x 130 cmPrivate CollectionWilliam
Sisley1864Musée d’Orsay, Paris, FranceColonel Barton Howard Jenks186574.3 x 60.4
cmPrivate CollectionPortrait of Mademoiselle Sicotg1865National Gallery of Art, Washingon,
DC, USAFlowers in a Vasec.1866National Gallery of Art, Washingon, DC, USAIn St Cloud
Park1866Private CollectionSpring Bouquet1866Fogg Art Museum, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
USAThe Fairies Pond1866Private CollectionThe Inn of Mother Anthony1866Nationalmuseum,
Stockholm, SwedenThe Painter Jules Le Coeur Walking His Dogs in the Forest of
Fontainebleau1866Museu de Arte Assis ChateaubriandTwo Figures in a Landscape1866Private
CollectionFrederic Bazille Painting The Heron186773.5 x 105 cmMusée d’Orsay, Paris,
FranceDiana1867National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.Lise with Umbrella1867118 x 182
cmMuseum FolkwangThe Champs Elysees during the Paris Fair of 18671867Private



CollectionThe Pont des Arts and the Institut de France1867In Summer; or, The Gypsy186885 x
59 cmStaatliche Museen zu Berlin, Gemäldegalerie, Berlin, GermanyLandscape186864.8 x
48.5 cmPrivate CollectionPortrait of the couple Sisley186875 x 105 cmWallraf-Richartz
Museum, Cologne, GermanySkaters in the Bois de Boulogne1868Private Collection
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Andrew Black, “Amazing digital book. This book is simply amazing. The production of Kindle art
book is on the rise. It is a great idea to have pictures of your favorite artist on your tablet. I have
tried digital art books from several authors and none comes even close to the Delphi Complete
Works series. A usual art book will offer you 80-120 paintings of an artist, usually in poor
resolution and sometimes with a short biography for $3-$5. This series for the same $3 or less
offers your ALL painting of an artist with a great introduction. I especially like that every painting
indicates a museum where you can see it.I will purchase more books from this series now!”

K. B. Hottle, “A Great Artist Up Close. Impressionist artists hold my deep admiration. I thus have
almost ½ dozen of the Delphi books on their work. Like this volume on Renoir, they all parse
some of the canvases to close in on a portion of a painting to enable the reader to examine the
artist's techniques, like brush stokes. One can then zoom back out to look at the entire work. I
enjoy Renoir immensely, and take great pleasure in studying his works on my iPad. These
Delphi artist studies are well worth their price.”

Kersi Von Zerububbel, “Great way to learn about Renoir. A true Master. Just flat out beautiful..
What an incredible resource for enjoying AND learning the works of a true Master. I have no
training in art appreciation and history save what I pick up on my own and I find these Delphi
Masters of Art books superb. I love the brief write-ups on the major works followed up by the
close-ups etc. The resolution on my Kindle Fire HD is fine. I check out two to four works daily
and give them a good look-see.  Thanks Delphi books.  Highly appreciated.”

Robert, “Typical beautiful effort from Delphi. Beautiful presentation of Renoir, up to the usual
Delphi standards and well worth purchasing. There is a section labelled Highlights, which
showcases specific paintings with more information on the specific works. Then there's the
Complete Paintings in a section. Lastly, there's a brief biography of Renoir by Camille Mauclair.
Nice job by Delphi.  Recommended.”

Lewis Grenville, “The entire Delphi Masters of Art series is wonderfully satisfying on all levels
with superb digital reproductions of .... Most magnificently done. The entire Delphi Masters of Art
series is wonderfully satisfying on all levels with superb digital reproductions of the art work and
masterful notes and generous supplementary material which in this edition illuminates Renoir.- it
couldn't be better. Forgive me my superlatives but Delphi Classics merits them.”

S. Wells, “Wonderful book series...trying to collect all of them!. Just love these Delphi "Complete
Works" books. The analysis of a few paintings along with details is terrific...wish they did that
with more! Love that the pictures can be enlarged as big as I want on my ipad. What an amazing
way to see art up close....and they price of these books is beyond wonderful!”



Trixie, “GREAT book on my fave artist, Renoir. Renoir is hands down my fave artist. I just picked
up a book at the Getty Center last month. With this same cover. I also finally bought a Kindle, 8
Fire HD or whatever. Mostly so I could finally read some of my 1600+ Kindle books I've acquired.
So what do I do? Load up on Dephi art books. Loving this!!! Thank you thank you!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very nice to have.. Love this book, use for my education and pleasure.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Amazing catalogue of paints.. one of the best catalogue of paints that you
can find. I think to by the entire series. great work”

Mohan K Dhalani, “Five Stars. GOOD”

The book by Paul Jackson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 77 people have provided feedback.
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